Defence

Br46 command:
Halberd/Hunter tank destroyer: 225pts
Infantry:
Cutlass heavy tank:
225pts

Infantry:
Cutlass heavy tank: 290pts; Cutlass anti-aircraft tank: 275pts;
Cutlass anti-artillery tank: 300pts; Br44: 150pts;
Br46 command: 100pts; KleineKrad recce vehicle: 175pts;
Halberd/Hunter tank destroyer: 275pts; Halberd command: 225pts.
Infantry: 35pts – on skimmers: 50pts; support squad and tank hunters: 40pts - on skimmers: 55pts;
Up to 1 additional sergeant could be purchased at 10pts.

VARIANTS

Support Squad with 1cm Assault Rifle coils and Hypersonic Missile: Sh 1, FP 1/3, & Buzzbomb: Sh 1, FP 1/6 (short range only)

Tank Hunters with 1cm Assault Rifle: Sh 1, FP 1/3, & Buzzbomb: Sh 1, FP 1/6 (short range only)

VARIANTS

Support Squad with 1cm Assault Rifle coils and Hypersonic Missile: Sh 1, FP 1/3, & Buzzbomb: Sh 1, FP 1/6 (short range only)

Br46 Command Car:
No infantry or cannon.
KleineKrad Reconnaissance Half Track: Fast, Tracked: 30cm
DV: F 9, S 7, R 7, T 7, Armed with Heavy Support Weapon: Sh 2, FP 1/3 & Manta Light ATGW: Sh 1, FP 0.5

VARIANTS

Br44 Command Car: No infantry or cannon.
KleinKrad Reconnaissance Half Track: Fast, Tracked: 30cm
DV: F 9, S 7, R 7, T 7, Armed with Heavy Support Weapon: Sh 2, FP 1/3 & Manta Light ATGW: Sh 1, FP 0.5

Reconnaissance Platoon Detachment: 5 infantry TUs on skimmers (standard infantry equipment only); 2 support squad infantry TUs in 1 Br44, 2 KleineKrad reconnaissance vehicles. Total: 830pts.

Mechanised Platoon Detachment: 2 infantry TUs on skimmers (any mix), 2 tank hunter infantry TUs in 1 Br44, 1 Cutlass anti-artillery tank; 1 Br46 command half-track. Total: 880pts - 910pts depending on Skimmer mix. Or…

Each Detachment is 10 TUs. At least 4 of the TUs should be infantry.

Infantry Platoon Detachment: 5 infantry TUs on skimmers (any mix); 2 tank hunter infantry TUs in 1 Br44, 1 Cutlass anti-artillery tank; 1 Br46 command half-track.
Total: 880pts - 910pts depending on Skimmer mix. Or…

Captain
LV6
LPs is 2d6 + 6

Lieutenant
LV4
LPs is 2d6 + 4

Sergeant
LV2
LPs is 2d6 + 2

Captain LV8
LPs is 2d6 + 8

Mechanised Platoon Detachment: 2 infantry TUs on skimmers (any mix), 2 tank hunter infantry TUs in 1 Br44, 1 Halberd/Hunter tank destroyer; 1 Halberd command; 1 Cutlass heavy tank; 1 Cutlass anti-aircraft tank; 1 Cutlass anti-artillery tank. Total: 1695pts - 1705pts depending on Skimmer mix

Add a Lt. to any of these detachments at 20pts.

Treat this force - whatever option is selected - as a SINGLE detachment during play. Build a bigger force with an additional detachment and add a captain (40pts) or add two detachments and a major (100pts).